
Ace of Spades by Faridah Àbíké-Íyímídé *
When Devon and Chiamaka are selected to be part of their elite school’s class prefects, it looks like their senior

year is off to an amazing start. Shortly afterwards, however, someone who goes by Aces begins using

anonymous texts to reveal secrets about them that turn their lives upside down and threaten their carefully

planned futures. Can they stop them before things become incredibly deadly?

Hollow Fires by Samira Ahmed *
Safiya dreams of becoming a journalist, and a journalist’s job is to find the facts and not let biases affect the

story- but all that changes the day she finds the body of a murdered boy. The boy built a cosplay jetpack that a

teacher mistook for a bomb, which got him arrested, labeled a terrorist, and eventually killed. He’s more than a

dead body- he was a person with a life worth remembering, and Safiya is going to find the truth.

Undead Girl Gang by Lily Anderson *
When Mila’s best friend Riley dies – along with two popular girls she had nothing in common with – Mila

suspects foul play, so she turns to one of the things they shared: witchcraft. Only now she has three undead

teenagers and the clock is ticking for them to find the killer.

Firekeeper's Daughter by Angeline Boulley *
Daunis has never quite fit in—both in her hometown and on the nearby Ojibwe reservation. After she witnesses

a murder that thrusts her into a criminal investigation, she agrees to go undercover. But the deceptions and

deaths keep piling up and soon strikes too close to home. How far will she go to protect her community?

The Girl from the Well by Rin Chupeco *#
Okiku is a vengeful spirit, haunting and hunting murderers like the one who killed her hundreds of years before.

But her course changes when a mysterious boy enters her world who is hiding a dangerous secret.

The Taking of Jake Livingston by Ryan Douglass *
Jake is one of the only Black kids at his school; it’s hard enough fitting in, but he can also see the dead. Jake

meets Sawyer, a powerful ghost of a teen who shot and killed kids at a high school last year before taking his

own life. High school soon becomes a survival game–one Jake is unsure he’s going to win.

A Good Girl's Guide to Murder by Holly Jackson *#
Popular high school senior Andie Bell was murdered by her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed himself; it was

all anyone could talk about. Five years later, Pip decides to reexamine the closed case - soon she discovers a

trail of secrets that might actually prove Sal innocent, and someone doesn't want Pip digging around…

Allegedly by Tiffany D. Jackson *
Mary killed a baby, allegedly. A white baby died while under the care of a black woman and her daughter. The

public convicted Mary and the jury made it official. But did she do it? She wouldn’t say. There wasn’t a point to

setting the record straight before, but now Mary must find her voice. 

The Honeys by Ryan La Sala *
Mars has always been the lesser twin, the shadow to his sister Caroline. But when Caroline dies under horrific

circumstances, Mars takes her place in the prestigious summer camp she’d been attending to learn all he can

about what happened. Mars seeks out his sister's friends: a group of girls called the Honeys, who are beautiful

and terrifying - and Mars is certain they're connected to his sister's death.
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Elatsoe by Darcie Little Badger *
Elatsoe can raise the ghosts of dead animals, a skill passed down through her Lipan Apache family. Her cousin

has just been murdered in Willowbee, a town that wants no prying eyes- but she is going to do more than pry.

The perfect facade of Willowbee masks gruesome secrets, and she will rely on everything to tear off the mask. 

The Many Half-Lived Lives of Sam Sylvester by Maya MacGregor
Sam’s not optimistic about their recent move to their small town. Yet Sam's life seems to be on the upswing

after meeting several new friends and a potential love interest; they’re also drawn to investigate the death of

a teenage boy in the 1980s, convinced the boy was murdered. Threatening notes and figures hidden in

shadows begin to disrupt Sam's life, and they have to ask: would they risk their new life for a half-lived one?

One of Us Is Lying by Karen M. McManus *#
Five students walk into detention, but only four of them will leave. Simon is not only dead, he was about to

reveal devastating secrets about each of the other four students in detention with him. But whose secret was

worth killing to protect?

The New Girl by Jesse Q. Sutanto *
Lia has never fit in, so when she wins a track scholarship to a prestigious boarding school she's determined to

make it work. On her first day, she witnesses a girl being carried away by security and everyone besides her

seems unfazed. As she uncovers the secrets of the school, she's unsure if she can trust anyone...

Burn Down, Rise Up by Vincent Tirado *
Raquel’s neighborhood has been plagued by sudden unexplained disappearances. She does her best to ignore

it- after all, the police only look for the white kids. But when her crush’s cousin goes missing, Raquel starts to

pay attention. She discovers that everything is tied to something called the Echo Game and if she and her

friends want to save their home and loved ones, they will have to play the game and destroy it—or die trying.

Squad by Maggie Tokuda-Hall & Lisa Sterle ^
When Becca transfers schools, she’s worried she’s not going to fit in. To her surprise, she’s immediately

adopted by the most popular girls in school. At first glance, they’re perfect. But at a party under a full moon,

Becca learns that they also have a big secret: Becca’s new friends are werewolves. And it only gets more

complicated. 

Small Town Monsters by Diana Rodriguez Wallach
Vera wants nothing more than to escape her parents' reputation as demonologists; Maxwell is taking care of

his little sister while his mom becomes someone he doesn't recognize. When Maxwell and Vera join forces, they

come face to face with disturbing true stories of cults, death worship, and the nature that drives people to evil.

How We Fall Apart by Katie Zhao *#
Nancy is shocked when her former best friend and top ranked student Jamie goes missing and is found dead.

Nancy is even more shocked when word starts to spread that she and three of her former friends are the

prime suspects, thanks to "The Proctor," someone anonymously incriminating them via social media. The four

must uncover the true killer before The Proctor exposes more than they can bear…
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